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Archetype: Neophyte

The Neophyte is a young cteric new to the fight against demonic evil, stitl untested and with conviction that
sometimes wavers. The Neophyte stitt struggtes with memories of the freer civilian tife, with the new life of
faith, with retativety recent vows of cetibacy and obedience, and with the knowtedge that demons and Hetl
arb reat, not just philosophicaI concepts.

ATTRIBUTES (Skitts and Miracles:{indicates those tasks which could be opposed)
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Translation 5
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Neophye - Why are you here? There are some things that humanity was just not meant
to see and you had just seen it. What were they thinking sending a new priest into
something like that. You had heard that the Justiciars were really on the front line of the
church and very spiritual but you had no idea things could be so...intense. It was not at
all like the movies. OK. Maybe it was kind of like the movies but it's awhole different
view when your in it. The question now is why are you here and is this where you want
to stay. You are still shaken and would have prefened time back at the monastery doing
simple duties and singing the prayers together. That is very peaceful and renewing.
Perhaps after this diversion is over you can get some time. Yes, arefieat of some sort
would be just the thing. Pray about where God wants you to be and if this is truly the
work you are called to.


